
Note: 
These instructions are for general netting placement for a wide variety of goals.  Some adjusting and trimming may 
be desired after completed installation of netting onto goal.  

Start by identifying your net.  There are six key spots netting must be placed onto goal before lacing begins.  Please 
refer to the above diagram.   

  

   

Helpful Hint:  Wrap lacing cord around base of goal when welded wire loops are not present.  Netting may gather 
slightly at base of goal and tension can be adjusted by over-lacing base if necessary.  
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Using the included zip ties, attach netting onto goal A through D (See above diagrams).  Zip tie netting top corners (A.) to each top corner (A.) of 
goal.  Zip tie netting bottom corners (C.) to each bottom corner (C.) of goal.  Find center of bottom edge of netting (B.) by counting ‘selvages’ 
(net loops). Zip tie center selvage to base of goal at base tee (B.).   Find center of top edge of netting (D.) by counting selvages once again.  Zip 
tie center selvage at middle of crossbar of goal (D.).

Now lacing netting onto goal may begin.  Using provided lacing cord, begin at middle of crossbar (D.).   Tie center selvage at middle of 
crossbar (D.).  Initial placement of netting onto goal is best done with a square knot.  Begin lacing netting onto 
goal at middle of crossbar (D.) out to corners (A.) of goal.  General lacing of netting onto goal is best done with overhand knots.  Welded 
wire loops on goal do not correspond to selvages of netting, lace crossbar evenly using all crossbar netting.   ‘Scrunching’ of netting may be 
necessary along crossbar of goal.  Next, lace netting onto goal along red posts.  Start lacing netting onto goal at red posts from corner of 
goal (A.), down to base (C.).   Netting may collect near corner of goal and careful consideration will provide a uniform �nish.  Lastly, lace 
netting onto goal at base of goal, starting at base tee (B.).  Lace netting onto goal from base tee (B.), out to bottom of red posts (C.).  

 Place goal face down in order to attach skirting along base of goal.  Skirting wraps around base, sandwiching the netting and base pipe in 
between.  Using provided lacing cord, tie centered skirt onto netting at base tee (B.), attaching skirt together.  Once skirting is secured, lace 
skirt onto netting out to red posts (C.), using an in and out motion.  Weave lacing 
cord through each hole, grabbing netting on the inside of the goal.  This attaches 
skirt onto goal’s base.  Allow puckering of skirt  in corners as skirting follows curve 
of base.   When skirting reaches red post, secure skirt together and double knot 
onto red post’s welded wire loops.    
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